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HOLIDAY HOMEWORK - 2019-20 

Class -X 

English I. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :  
1. Sports is increasingly becoming a bigger and more diverse business. For many 

years major players of the associations like the Indian Premier League and the 
National Basketball Association, have taken home extremely high salaries. 
However, there are many clubs, leagues and organizations, which also employ 
thousands of people to work in sports related areas, like management, marketing 
and even event planning. Financial success in sport is no longer just limited to the 
pitch, field or court but has expanded to include other lucrative fields. One of the 
best openings currently, is in the arena of sports management and people are now 
realizing that there is business in brokering sponsorship deals, or developing 
innovative ways to increase the number of spectators.  

2. There is an increasing global demand for motivated and well-qualified sports 
professionals who can demonstrate an understanding of the economic benefits that 
well–managed and professionally managed clubs and associations can bring about. 
A sports manager needs to be trained to think across a number of disciplines. A 
manager may also have to manage sports stars, co-ordinate with other 
professionals like physio trainers, physiotherapists or public relations managers. 

3. Expertise in sports business management and sports engineering has attracted 
universities in the UK. This interest has developed as a result of close-working 
relationships with industry and educational sporting business and sports 
promoting associations. This has proved to be a blessing for students aiming to 
work in the highest levels of sports management, to gain strong international 
awareness and experience. Students also get a chance to volunteer at global 
sporting events including the Olympics, held in different parts of the world. 

4. The job involves branding and sponsorship both inside the stadium as well as 
outside. This opportunity is open to graduates in sports business from universities 
in India and abroad. The job also opens up possibilities of bringing top level 
Olympic athletes to the sports institute for training and to produce sponsorship. 

 Attempt any eight of the following questions on the basis of the passage you 
have read.   

a) Who are the players who command high salaries ? 
b) Which are the areas of work related to sports management ? 
c) What else does sports management include ? 
d) What has attracted universities in the UK ? 
e) What is the objective of taking this course by students ? 
f) What does working as a sports manager involve ? 
g) What do the students get a chance to do ? 
h) How will the coming of top level Olympic stars help ? 
i) Which word in para 1 means the same as ‘profitable’ ? 
II. You have been witness to a fatal road accident on your way back from school. You 

learn that the passengers in the rear could have been saved if they had been 



 

wearing their safety belts. Write a letter to the editor of The Newflash newspaper 
in about 100-120 words about the importance of using safety belts, specially by 
back-seat passengers in cars. Sign yourself as Viren/Vani. 

III    Fill in any four of the following blanks choosing the most appropriate option 
from the ones given below. Write the answer in your answer sheet against 
the correct blanks.   

 At a conference (a) ………..Delhi a few weeks (b) ………..somebody thrust a 
microphone (c) ………..my face and asked me what I thought luxury really (d) 
………… I considered giving (e) ………..suitably diplomatic response but my impulse 
control wasn’t what it used to be, so I just told the truth. 

a) i) at ii) in iii) of iv) near 
b) i) before ii) after iii) ago iv) when 
c) i) into ii) at iii) on iv) onto 
d) i) is ii) was iii) were iv) are 
e) i) a ii) the iii) some iv) most 
IV. In the passage given below, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the 

missing word in any four lines along with the word that comes before and the 
word that comes after it in your answer script. Do not copy the whole 
passage.                

 The spirit patriotism, sacrifice a) ……….. ……….. ……….. 
 and service towards country b) ……….. ……….. ……….. 
 must guide our lives should c) ……….. ……….. ……….. 
 inspire us emerge as great  d) ……….. ……….. ……….. 
 heroes and if the die as matyrs e) ……….. ……….. ……….. 
V. Rearrange any four of the following word clusters to make meaningful 

sentences.   
a) good /a / isolation / life / in / is / not / lived 
b) we / together / live / life / fruitful / when / becomes 
c) together / living / a / of / needs / lot / and / sharing / sacrifice 
d) person / the / is / most / who / happiest / shares / one / the 
e) good / spending / the / less / well / secret / a / living / is / of / life 
NOTE : Answer the above questions on an A4 Sheet and Submit the same to the 
Teacher. 
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